
Zkong Electronic Shelf Labels 
An efficient, low cost, high applicability, and easy operation enterprise-level retail 

management solution based on Cloud computing, Wi-Fi, BLE technology



Based on electronic ink screen technology, cloud computing
and Bluetooth, Wi-Fi communication technology, Zkong
electronic shelf labels help retailers communicate between
the goods on the shelves and the computer database or ERP
system, then digital smart store could easily operate.

With Zkong ESL you can have the ability to change price and
promotion information on any label, any shelf and any store
in a matter of seconds, ensuring that offers are current and
relevant.

Zkong
Electronic Shelf Labels

Let the 3000+ cooperative store dare to abandon the 
traditional paper price tags and talk directly to the shelves.
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Established in-depth cooperation with 

Alibaba Group.

Hangzhou R&D Center was established.

Successfully completed the deployment 

of SaaS platform services in Germany, 

Poland, Japan, etc.

� Launched the world's first 
cloud ESL solution
����

Market 
occupation����_����

Cloud ESL products help Hema Fresh

complete 130 store deployments, ESL

shipments exceed 150W pcs.

Second-generation Cloud electronic shelf

label released on Shanghai C-star exhibition.

Cloud ESL sales volume ranked first

in China.

www.zkong.com
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New Retail, New Trends

!"#$ %
User 

experience
Marketing 
timeliness

Operating 
cost

Store 
image

Digital 
operation

Online platforms + Offline assets

The core of the new retail is to shift the point from operating commodities to operating
customers. Through technology-driven whole process integration, the reconstruction of people,
goods and field relationships can be realized, and product informationization, business
digitalization and channel integration can be more efficiently.
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#$ %
Digital management, the 
correct rate is over 99%

Electronic template automatic price change

Cloud platform management, 
only one command from 
headquarters

Online & offline sync is 
difficult, omni-channel 

promotion is not possible

One-way display price, consumers 
can only accept information

The wrong promotion 
price causing too many 

customer complain

Paper price label replacement 
has high labor costs

Chain stores, price 
management is difficult

Precise price synchronization, 
marketing is more powerful

Two-way interaction to capture 
potential needs

www.zkong.com
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FRESH
MARKET
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The only maturity cloud architecture in the 
market, leading the market for at least one year

SMART 
PRICING
BY CLOUD

!
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The Unique Cloud Architecture
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In the era of big data, while using data to optimize business management operations, data security is a

problem that every enterprise would consider. A stable, secure, and highly defensive cloud that allows

merchants to use it with confidence is an invisible outstanding advantage of the electronic shelf labels’

management system.

Automatic detection and early

warning mechanism, the user

can sample and observe in the

platform, and select the round

robin time according to the

actual situation.

The cloud data is professional

AES 128-bit encryption, and

each of the electronic price

label end uses a unique key to

ensure data security of the

cloud, base station and ESL.

Data Security

!

www.zkong.com
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Cloud Computing Billion Processing

100,000,000+

ESL Management

Distributed/Centralized

Server Deployment

!"
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The intelligent control ESL cloud management platform

is responsible for communicating and managing the

commodity database and the ESL database. It can run

the ESL management software to query, add, delete

and modify related commodity information in the

database, and is responsible for remotely configuring

and managing ESL devices.

1

2

3

4

No server 
required in the 
store

Support
software remote
upgrade

Multi-language
optional

5
Huge data 
center, smooth 
experience

Working with 3rd Party System

Change product
information
with one click

www.zkong.com
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www.zkong.com

Windows / Mac OS

Android  / iOS
The visual operation interface is a outstanding feature of the

intelligent ESL management platform. The staff only needs to

perform corresponding operations on the platform running the

intelligent ESL relationship system to complete the change and

management of the product information.

The intelligent ESL management platform provides a visual ESL

template editing function to provide users with a simple and easy

way to use editing module.

�)PVST �5JNF ��$PTU
Complete 
template 

editing and 
learning

Once edited,
one 

templates

Template 
customization 

is free
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!
Electronic shelf label (ESL)
is a smart display device
with wireless function and
for displaying information
such as product name, price,
origin, promotion, inventory
and barcode.

&MFDUSPOJD�4IFMG�-BCFM

1 High quality 
EPD display

2 3 4

Original electrophoretic 

paper display from E Ink, 

clear reading, viewing angle 

close to 180 o

B/W/R and 
B/W/Y

Optional three-color display,

support black white red or

yellow color screen, promotional

information is more eye-catching

Refreshing 
in seconds

The second level refresh 

rate is 99%+, and the five-

year refresh rate is up to 

100W times.

LED + NFC

Add NFC + LED light auxiliary 

prompt, can expand the out-

of-stock replenishment 

reminder and other 

functions

www.zkong.com
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BLE 5.0
A True low energy protocol

5 Years

Battery life

2.9uA

-25℃

���������( GSFRVFODZ IPQQJOH PQFSBUJPO ����.)[
PQUJPOBM GSFRVFODZ CBOE ���������.CQT IJHI
USBOTNJTTJPO SBUF�
'SFRVFODZ IPQQJOH NFDIBOJTN UIF QSJDF SFGSFTI
SBUF JT GBTUFS BOE UIF OVNCFS PG TJOHMF CBTF TUBUJPO
BDDFTT UBHT JT NPSF�
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Support low 
temperature*

Low standby 
current

www.zkong.com
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1.54 inches
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ZKC21S
2.13 inches
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ZKC27S
2.7 inches
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ZKC29S
2.9 inches
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ZKC42S
4.2 inches
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A single base station can access up to 

5000pcs electronic shelf labels.

Built-in power amplifier, support up to 

60 meters radius coverage distance.

60m diameter / 3000 m2

Upgradeable as a WiFi probe 

device with powerful expansion

Dual-band WiFiThe base station is the bridge connecting the intelligent cloud server and the ESLs. The information is

transmitted and managed between the ESL cloud server and the ESLs through the base station.

When the merchant changes the commodity information in the intelligent cloud management system, the

Bluetooth module in the base station scans the ESLs in the broadcast state, and sends the data received from

the cloud server to the ESLs, and the feedback information informs the POS systemthen update product

information.

Wireless Bluetooth Base Station

!

"

#

www.zkong.com

Unlimited ESLs
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Rails For using on typical shelves such as 
drinks area Clamp

Suitable for clamp on baskets, such as 
fruit and vegetable area

Accessories According to the specific specifications and conditions of 
the shelf, it is suitable for a variety of display scenes.
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Pendant Suitable for T-type hooks,nets, 
such as snack areas Bracket For using on desktop 

and other plain surface.

Accessories According to the specific specifications and conditions of 
the shelf, it is suitable for a variety of display scenes.
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Ice-Pin Suitable for frozen area such 
as frozen seafood,etc Waterroof Best for aquaculture & 

seafood are, IP67 waterproof

Accessories According to the specific specifications and conditions of 
the shelf, it is suitable for a variety of display scenes.



More rich accessories can be adapted 
to various usage scenarios

www.zkong.com 47
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Templates support
various forms of
information display

4

Commodity price, date, 
place of origin

Text QR code or barcode

1

3

2

Image

Inventory information 
display

Lighting system

Template customization

www.zkong.com



The electronic shelf labels core supplier of Alibaba’s 
Hema Fresh 

Case Study!
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The Challenge of Hema Fresh

Complex 
product 

structure

� � �

Frequent 
price 

changes

Operational 
optimization 
bottleneck

Ӎ Large variety and large quantity

Ӎ Inventory changes fast

Ӎ Affected by the season

Ӎ Store management

Ӎ Online and offline synchronization

Ӎ Visual and experience requirements

Ӎ Health "fresh" one day multi-price

Ӎ Fast and accurate price change

Ӎ Eye-catching boost promotion
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Hema Fresh Case

The service provided by Zkong electronic price tag and the quality of its products perfectly
match all the needs of the store, and become an indispensable part of the Hemafresh food retail
system, helping to consolidate the position of the Hema in the new retail industry in China.
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Focus on Each Different Shelf

WATER
PROOF RAIL PENDANT

BRACKETICE-PIN CLAMP
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Interaction with ESLs

Push
Promotional 
precision delivery Inquire Query event 

information

Guide
Indoor product 
positioning Review Consumer 

interaction feedback
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More Cases: Clothing

OMNI-CHANNEL
FASHIONE RETAILING
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Studies: Shoes

OMNI-CHANNEL
FASHIONE RETAILING
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Case Study: Lenovo 3C store

www.zkong.com

Activity price is 
more eye-catching

Color display with SI 
requirements

Match product 
technology attributes
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Our Customers
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Shipping of Zkong ESLs

8,000,000  pcs
Till Q2/2019
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1000+ Cooperative Stores

100+ Cooperation Brands

1st Cloud Price Tag Occupancy








